
SYNOPSIS  
Photons are the particles of light. They surround 
us in abundance, streaming down from the 
sun and illuminating our environment. Surely, 
then, they are hardly elusive. And yet they are! 
What is elusive is the particle bit – the evidence 
that light is not simply a wave…not simply an 
electric and magnetic disturbance traveling in 
empty space as James Clerk Maxwell proposed 
in 1864.

My lecture traces the story of how quantum 
opticians finally corralled the elusive photon, 
capturing its fingerprint in the lab in clear and 
dramatic ways, thus spurring proposals for 

exotica like quantum computers. It begins with a photon known in theory but not 
strictly seen. It ends with beautiful experiments that expose the photonic character 
of light and its potential for exotic applications.
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